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GOMEZ-ESTOESTA, J.:

This resolves the Demurrer to Evidence filed by accused Carlos Jose
V. Lopez, who has been charged with Usurpation of Official Functions,
defined and punishable under Article 177 of the Revised Penal Code, in three
Informations which uniformly read:

SB-17-CRM-148n

That on 13 September 2013, or sometime prior or subsequent
thereto, in the City of Bacolod, Philippines, and within this Honorable
Court's jurisdiction, then City Councilor CARLOS JOSE
VALDERRAMA LOPEZ, with Salary Grade 27, a high ranking public
officer of the local government of Bacolod City, while in the performance
of his - administrative and/or official functions, acting without lawful
authority and under the pretense of official position, did then and there
willfully, unlawfully and feloniously perform acts properly pertaining to
another person in authority or public officer, particularly the Chief of the
Bacolod Traffic Authority Office (BTAO)/Traffic Management Unit
(TMU), by issuing truck ban exemptions to V.T. Marketing, Inc., Noli's
Enterprises, Inc., and Ta-Ala Farms, Inc., without the prior consent and
authorization jfrom the Chief of the BTAO/TMU, who, pursuant to Section
IV (E) of Bacolod City Ordinance No. 542, series of 2011, in relation to
Bacolod City Ordinance No. 338, series of2003, is the one who has the sole
authority to grant truck ban exemptions, thereby usurping the official
functions of the Chief of the BTAO/TMU, to the prejudice of the City of
Bacolod and the public service.

CONTRARY TO LAW.'

The two other Informations varied only with respect to the
entities/individuals purportedly granted exemption, as follows:

SB-17-CRM-1481 PD 888 Distributors, Inc., Chua Enterprises,
I.M.H. General Services, Lopue's Mandalagan
Corporation, Wellmix Aggregates, Inc., Bacolod
Columbia Marketing, Inc., Coltop Corporation,
Dynamic Builders & Construction Co. (Phil.), Inc.,
San Miguel Brewery, Inc., C. Bayle Trucking
Services, Malago Agri Ventures, HOC PO Feeds
Corporation, Falcor Marketing Corp., Golden
Grains Merchandising, Angelie Trucking Services
and Antonio P. Yulo

SB-17-CRM-1482 AVA Construction

^ Records, Vol. 1, pp. 1-2
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Challenging the filing of charges against him, accused Lopez filed a
Motion for Judicial Determination of Probable Cause^ on July 28, 2017,
alleging that the Ombudsman found probable cause against him after taking
Mayor Monico Fuentebella's complaint as gospel truth and disregarding his
defense. There was no probable cause against him for usurpation of official
functions under Art. 177 of the Revised Penal Code as his letters to PSI
Villarias were merely requests for his consideration, which PSI Villarias in
fact corroborated. He knew that he had no authority to issue truck ban
exemptions, which was why he wrote such letter-requests to PSI Villarias,
which, in turn, he was authorized to do as member of the BTAO. The letters
were concededly ill-constructed but he really only meant for them to be
requests and not exemptions.

In its Comment/Opposition,^ the Prosecution asserted that accused
Lopez s Motion for Judicial Determination ofProbable Cause was meant to
delay the proceedings, as the filing of the same was superfluous, something
the accused need not ask the Court to do. There was overwhelming evidence
against accused Lopez, who was given ample opportunity to defend himself.
The matters raised by accused Lopez were evidentiary, and should be properly
threshed out during trial.

In a Resolution dated August 22, 2017,^ this Court denied accused
Lopez's Motion for Judicial Determination ofProbable Cause, ratiocinating
that a judicial determination of probable cause was not the proper mode for
an exhaustive display of the parties' evidence, which are proper during trial.
Finding probable cause, this Court ordered the issuance of a warrant of arrest.
Prior thereto, a Hold Departure Order has been issued on August 1,2017.^

On August 23, 2017, accused Lopez posted bail for his provisional
liberty.^ When arraigned, accused Lopez pleaded not guilty to the charges.^

During pre-trial, the parties stipulated on the following;^

I

ADMITTED/STIPULATED FACTS

1. The Sandiganbayan has jurisdiction to try and hear this case.
2. The accused admits his identity as the same accused charged in the

Informations.
3. During the time material to these cases, accused was a City

Councilor and the complainant was the City Mayor of Bacolod City,
Negros Occidental from 2013 to 2016.

^ Id., pp. 140-224
^ld.,pp. 231-236

pp. 246-250

= Id., p. 225
6 Id., pp. 251-257

^ Id., pp. 281-282
® Joint Stipulation of Facts and Issues dated September 21,2017, Id., pp. 305-315; Pre-Trial Order dated
October 10, 2017, Id., pp. 318-325
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4. At the tiirie material to the instant case (2013), the OfFicer-in-Charge
of the Bacolod Traffic Office-Traffic Management Unit (BTAO-
TMU) was then Police Senior Inspector Benedicto Villarias, Jr.

II

DOCUMENTARY EXfflBITS

The parties stipulated on the authenticity and due execution of the
following documents:

Exhibit Document
"A" Complaint-Affidavit of Monico 0. Puentevella dated May

27,2017
«E" City Ordinance No. 338, September 11,2003
"p» City Ordinance No. 542, June 22,2011
"G" Affidavit of PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr. dated November

12,2014

"H" Affidavit of Jeeno Redil Guarino dated July 7,2015
Joint Affidavit of Ricardo Filipinas and Eleno Harder, Sr.
dated July 7,2015

"J" Reply-Affidavit of Monico 0. Puentevella dated July 29,
2015

Trial ensued.

EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION

The Prosecution presented three (3) witnesses, who testified as follows:

1. Monico O. Puentevella ["Puentevella"], private complainant,
identified his Complaint-Affidavit dated May 27, 2014^ and Reply-Affidavit
dated July 29, 2015.^® These affidavits were admitted in lieu of his direct
testimony.

In his Complaint-Affidavit, Puentevella, then Mayor of Bacolod City,
charged Carlos Jose Lopez with three counts of Usurpation of Authority or-
Official Functions under Art. 177 of the Revised Penal Code. In said
Complaint-Affidavit, Puentevella related that accused Lopez issued three (3)
letter-directives^' addressed to PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr., stating in
mandatory and unequivocal language that certain trucks/delivery vans owned
by private operators were "exempted from the truck ban". The letters read:

(Exhibit "B")

September 13,2013

PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr.

® Exhibit "A"

Exhibit "J"

Marked as Exhibits "B", "C", and "D", but excluded in evidence, being mere photocopies

f'.
V r
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OIC

Bacolod Traffic Authority Office
Bacolod City

Subject: Exemption from Truck Ban

Dear Mr. Villarias,

Greetings in the Lord.

The following are exempted from the truck ban because they deliver
perishable and agricultural cargo:

XXX

Thank you and God bless.

Very truly yours,

[signed]
Carl V. Lopez
Councilor

(Exhibit "C")

September 13,2013

PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr.
OIC

Bacolod Traffic Authority Office
Bacolod City

Subject: Exemption from Truck Ban

Dear Mr. Villarias,

Greeting in the Lord.

The following companies are exempted from the truck ban provided that
they will not enter within the perimeter of San Juan St., San Sebastian St.,
Lacson St., Rizal St., Banga Cory, Circumferential Road going to the
Bacolod Government Center, Lopue's East, and Homesite area. They are
only allowed to enter within these areas before 10:00 A.M., between 1:00
P.M. to 4:00 P.M. and after 8:00 in the evening.

XXX

Thank you and God bless.

Very truly yours,

[signed]
Carl V. Lopez
Councilor

fy
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(Exhibit "D")

September 13,2013

PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr.
OIC

Bacolod Traffic Authority Office
Bacolod City

Subject: Exemption from Truck Ban

Dear Mr. Villarias,

Greeting in the Lord.

I am granting the request of AVA Construction to be exempted from the
truck ban valid only for two months provided that they will not enter within
the perimeter of San Juan St., San Sebastian St., Lacson St., Rizal St., Banga
Cory, Circumferential Road going to the Bacolod Government Center,
Lopue's East, and Homesite area. They are only allowed to enter their
products within these areas before 10:00 A.M., between 1:00 P.M. to 4:00

. P.M. and after 8:00 in the evening.

XXX

Thank you and God bless.

Very truly yours,

[signed]
Carl V. Lopez
Councilor

However, the authority to grant permits is lodged in the City Mayor or
his alter ego, the BTAO, as provided under City Ordinance No. 542, series of
2011'^ in relation to City Ordinance No. 338, series of 2003," which are
quoted, thus:

CITY ORDINANCE NO. 338

September 11,2003

SECTION IV: Inclusive Provisions -xxx

C. TRUCKBAN

1. All cargo/delivery trucks more than 4.8 tons and 16 feet, respectively,
shall be prohibited to enter within the perimeter of San Juan, Rizal,
Lacson, and San Sebastian Streets, except those actually delivering
goods and merchandise within the downtown area, provided that the

/" An Ordinance Amending Section IV (8) and (C) and Adding Paragraph (D) and (E) of City Ordinance No. ̂  ,
338, Series of 2003, Otherwise Known as "The Comprehensive Traffic Management and Regulation / /
Ordinance of 2003, Exhibit "F" 7
An Ordinance Regulating Traffic, Parking, Towing and Other Transporting or Commuting Activities in the

City Streets of Bacolod, Establishing the Route System of Public Utility Vehicles (PUVs) and Trucks, and
Redefining the Loading and Unloading Zones in the City of Bacolod, Exhibit "E"
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loading and unloading of cargoes shall be made before 10:00 A.M.,
between 1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. and after 8:00 in the evening,
provided further that the gross weight and total length of cargo trucks
shall not exceed 8.5 tons and 20 feet, respectively.

2. Cargo trucks with gross weight and total length that exceeds 8.5 tons
and 20 feet, respectively, shall only be allowed to deliver goods and
merchandise within downtown area before 7:00 A.M. and after 9*00
P.M.

3. The Traffic Operations Officer IV of the Bacolod Traffic Authority
Office shall measure and place the length and gross weight (based on
Certificate of Registration) of cargo/delivery trucks in its city sticker
based on City Ordinance No. 93, series of 2001.

CITY ORDINANCE NO. 542

June 22,2011

E.) EXEMPTIONS FROM THE TRUCK BAN

XXX

II. Temporary Exemption

The BTAO/TMU Chief may, subject to the review and approval by
the Sangguniang Panlungsod, grant temporary exemptions from the Truck
Ban including along the Circumferential Road, on a case-to-case basis and
as may warranted (sic) which shall not be more than 7 (seven) days.

III. Additional Exemptions

The BTAO/TMU Chief may, upon the review and approval by the
Sangguniang Panlungsod, grant additional or limit/withdraw exemptions
pursuant to existing regulations based on highly exceptional circumstances.

He further alleged that on the strength of such letter-directives, the
BTAO, through PSI Villarias, implemented the delivery truck ban exemption
in favor of some delivery trucks. This came to the attention of Puentevella
when BTAO personnel noticed Certificates of Exemptions in some trucks'
windshields, which they collected and reported to his office.

In his Reply-Affidavit, Puentevella attached the affidavits of BTAO
disciplinary officers who allegedly flagged down trucks in October and
November, whose drivers presented the truck ban exemptions allegedly issued
by accused Lopez, giving the officers the impression that these exemptions
were official and proper. Puentevella claimed that accused Lopez did not
request exemptions from the BTAO but merely informed PSI Villarias of
these exemptions, as he never followed up on said requests.

Upon being confronted during cross-examination with Ordinance No.
542, Puentevella conceded that it did not provide for the City Mayor's
authority to grant truck ban exemptions; these had to go through the

" These affidavits attached to the Reply-Affidavit were excluded as hearsay.
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Sangg^i^g Panlungsod. He, as City Mayor, however could exercise this
authority if the Sangguniang Panlungsod gave him such right.^^

Puentevella clarified that the "certificates of exemption" he was
referring to in his Complaint-Affidavit were accused Lopez's letters. The
BTAO did not issue any truck ban exemption in relation to these letters,^^
which he thought, however, would be good enough for traffic officers who
apprehend truck ban violators.

Puentevella organized a civilian group called "Bantay Banua", who
complained to him that the truck ban exemptions disturbed the flow of traffic.
As City Mayor, he never granted truck ban exemptions, and to his knowledge,
neither did the BTAO, as this would have been reported to him.^^ He was not
awe if aside fi-om him, PSI Villarias or the Sangguniang Panlungsod filed a
similar case against accused Lopez.

2. Reynaldo L. Ebreo ["Ebreo"] identified his Affidavit dated June
5,2014,^® which was admitted in lieu of his direct testimony, and wherein his
stated:

1. That I am presently the Over-all Coordinator of BTAO since
designated on November 27,2013;

2. That PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr. (PSI Villarias) was the former
Head of BTAO until November 26,2013;

3. That when I assumed office, PSI Villarias has not tumed-over any
paper or document pertaining to the BTAO, including the three (3) letters
of Councilor Carl Jose V. Lopez (Councilor Lopez) all dated September 13,
2013 regarding his issuance of truck ban exemptions;

4. That regarding the Certificate of Exemptions, no certified true
copies could be issued since the same was publicly placed in the
windshields of the supposed exempted trucks.

On cross-examination, Ebreo testified that he did not personally see
accused Lopez's letters placed on the trucks, but that he was given a copy.
Instead, it was one of the traffic enforcers who did, but he could not remember
who it was.^^ Upon verbal report by the traffic enforcers, he proceeded to the
Mayor's Office to advise the Mayor of these letters.^^

On re-direct examination, Ebreo related that to secure a truck ban
exemption fi'om the BTAO, truck owners had to write a letter-request for
exemption to the BTAO, who then made recommendations to the

^ TSN dated October 12, 2017, pp. 13-15
pp. 30-31

17/d
Lr <y

.,p.39 / ry
/cf., pp. 42-44 7

"/d., pp. 22-23
Records, Vol. 2, p. 186; filed on May 11, 2018 in compliance with the Resolution dated April 18, 2018 (Id,

pp. 150; 184-186)

TSN dated November 8, 2017, pp. 13-14
"/d., p. 15
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Sangguniang Panlungsod for its approval / grant of exemption.^^ The
applicant would then be advised of such grant and be given a copy of the
resolution approving the exemption, but would not be given a Certificate of
Exemption or sticker, as the grantee could simply attach the SP Resolution to
their truck. This procedure was known to the BTAO's traffic enforcers, who
apprehend violators that did not have exemptions in the form of the SP
Resolution. Violators were likewise issued citation tickets, but he has not
attached any of these citation tickets to his Affidavit.^^

Aside from the letters, there were no certificates of exemption granted
during Villarias' leadership that reached him. As chief of the BTAO, he never
issued any certificate of exemption.^^

3. Benedicto A. Villarias, Jr. ["Villarias"] identified his Affidavit
dated November 12,2014,^^ which constituted his direct testimony.^®

In said Affidavit, he stated:

1. That I was the fonner Ofhcer-in-Charge of Bacolod Traffic
Authority Office until [December 5, 2013]^^ and currently the Chief of
Police of Police Station 4, Bacolod City;

2. That on September 13, 2013, I received three (3) letters from
Coxmcilor Carl V. Lopez regarding the exemption for truck ban, attached
hereto as Annexes "A", "B" and "C";

3. That the original copies of the said letters can no longer be found
despite diligent search and effort to locate the same; x x x

On cross-examination, Villarias disclosed that there were no
attachments to the affidavit when he signed it.^® The affidavit was sent to his
office by Mr. Butch Ebreo for him to sign, as he knew that the original letters
had been lost, but he was initially reluctant to sign the Affidavit because he
was not responsible for the loss of the letters, and did not know who was.^'

Accused Lopez's letters were sent to Villarias who last saw them
sometime in September to December 2013.^^ From the letters, he understood
that accused Lopez was requesting him to grant truck ban exemptions, and he
thus told him that he had to bring the matter to the Sangguniang Panlungsod,
because that was the procedure under City Ordinance 542.^^ He did not view
it as an order from accused Lopez, as he knew that only the Chief BTAO could
grant exemptions, with the concurrence of the Sangguniang Panlungsod.

^ Id., p. 17
/d, pp. 21, 22, 25, 26 '

^Id., p.24 /
pp. 18-20

" Exhibit "G", Records, Vol. 2, p. 37
^ TSN dated November 8, 2017, pp. 31-34
As corrected during his testimony - TSN dated November 8, 2017, p. 36
TSN dated November 8, 2017, p. 36
Id., pp. 37-38

" Id., pp. 39-40
Id., p. 41
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Several weeks after sending him the lietters, accused Lopez inquired on the
status of his request, which Villarias had then endorsed to the Vice-Mayor,
together with the original copies of the letters.^^ The Sanggunian responded
to Villarias' endorsement, saying that they could not act on it, and returned
the original copies of the letters to Villarias' office. No truck ban exemption
was issued relative to accused Lopez's letter.^^

Villarias discussed the procedure in procuring a truck ban exemption
^d opined that there was nothing that prohibited accused Lopez from
initiating an application.^^

The Prosecution then offered the following documentary exhibits:

Exhibit Document

"B" Letter dated September 13, 2013 of Carlos Jose V. Lopez to
PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr. (V.T. Marketing Inc., et al.)

"C" Letter dated September 13, 2013 of Carlos Jose V. Lopez to
PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr., (PD 888 Distributors, Inc., et al.)

"D" Letter dated September 13,2013 of Carlos Jose V. Lopez to
PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr. (AVA Cosntruction)

M
"H" ■ Affidavit of Jeeno Redil Guarino dated July 7,2015

Joint Affidavit of Ricardo Filipinas and Eleno Harder Sr.
dated July 7,2015

In its Resolution dated January 26, 2018,^^ this Court admitted only
Exhibits "A", "E", "F", and "J". It excluded Exhibit "G", which was deemed
an unmarked document; Exhibits "H" and "I", which were affidavits of
affiants who were not presented to testify thereon; and Exhibits "B", "C", and
"D", which were photocopies not properly introduced as secondaiy evidence.
The Prosecution's Motion for Reconsideratioif^ of said Resolution was
granted^^ only with respect to Exhibit "G", upon presentation of the document
marked as such.

Meanwhile, accused Lopez filed a Motion for Leave to File Demurrer
to Evidence^^ anchored on the exclusion of vital evidence, which was
granted."^'

^ Id., pp. 41-44
Id., pp. 44-47

/„If
/d, pp. 53-54

" Records, Vol. 1, pp. 474-476
Records, Vol. 2, pp. 16-21

Resolution dated February 20, 2018, Id., pp. 63-66
^ Records, Vol. 1, pp. 492-496

Resolution dated February 20,2018, Records, Vol. 2, pp. 63-66
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ACCUSED LOPEZ'S DEMTJRRF.R

In his Demurrer to Evidence,^^ accused Lopez capitalized on the
exclusion of Ae three letters'*' to PSI Villarias, which were excluded by this
Court for being mere photocopies. Without these letters, it could not be
established beyond reasonable doubt that he performed the act of writing these
to usurp the authority of the BTAO. Thus, the Prosecution failed to prove the
very existence of the crime charged.

While not denying that he wrote the excluded letters, accused Lopez
claimed that he did so in performance of his duty as Committee Chairman of
Transportation and Traffic Management of the Sangguinang Panlungsod of
Bacolod City, and simply referred the request of his constituents to the BTAO
in good faith. Even assuming that these letters were admitted in evidence, the
Prosecution evidence would still fall short of discharging the burden of
proving that he committed the crimes charged.

Prosecution witness Monico Puentevella initially testified that
Certificates of Exemptions were placed on the trucks' windshields, only to
ch^ge his testimony later on and claim that it was the letters themselves
which were the exemptions. Puentevella himself was confused as to who had
the authority to issue exemptions, as his claimed authority was not based on
any city ordinance. Instead, it was the Sangguniang Panlimgsod that had such
power, as delegated to the BTAO, and neither one filed a case against him for
usurpation of authority or official functions.

Puentevella was not privy to the letters, and had no proof that the letters
were actually distributed to the truckers. Ebreo, on the other hand, claimed to
have seen only photocopies of these letters on the trucks' windshields. Thus,
their testimony that these very letters were placed by the truckers on the
windshields was at best hearsay.

In any event, the letters were merely recommendatory, as Villarias
testified fiiat he did not view them as an order. Having made the
recommendation in good faith, he could not be held liable for usurpation of
authority or official functions. Finally, accused Lopez branded the charges
filed by Puentevella as politically motivated and retaliatory, as he had
previously filed several charges against him and his cohorts.

In its Comment/Opposition,^^ the Prosecution submitted that in
excluding the documents it offered, this Court disregarded the line that
distinguished admrssibility and weight of evidence. The excluded documents
were admissible as exceptions to the best evidence rule.

The Prosecution maintained that it was able to prove accused Lopez's
culpability for the crime charged. Even if the letters were excluded, Villarias
testified that he received the originals of these letters, but they got lost.

^2/£/.,pp.97-lll
Exhibits "B'V'C", and "D" i J

pp. 137-143 / VL
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Accused Lopez deliberately issued these letters, arrogating unto himself under
the pretense of official capacity the power to grant truck ban exemptions.
Hence, he must present evidence to rebut Puentevella's testimony that he has
read these letters, and they were actually truck ban exemptions, and not mere
requests. As testified by Ebreo, these were used by truckers to claim
exemption from the truck ban, albeit never having passed through the
Sangguniang Panlungsod for collegial decision.

The testimonies of Puentevella and Ebreo are sufficient to convict
accused Lopez, having established that he had no authority to issue the subject
letters exempting companies from the truck ban, unless given authority to do
so by the City Council or the City Mayor. It would likewise be absurd to
expect the Sangguniang Panlimgsod or the BTAO to file usurpation charges
against accused, as it is the City Mayor who is head of the city, and had the
right to file such complaint on the principle of paterfamilias.

THE COURTIS RULING

At the core of the controversy are accused Lopez's letters purportedly
granting truck ban exemptions, on the pretense that he had the authority to do
so. Through these letters, accused Lopez, then Councilor, allegedly usurped
the authority of the Bacolod Traffic Authority Office, who alone had authority
to issue these truck ban exemptions.

Applicability of the Best Evidence Rule

The contents of the subject letters are crucial in determining whether,
in authoring such letters, accused Lopez indeed issued truck ban exemptions
without authority. In fact, a penfsal of the Demurrer to Evidence and the
Opposition thereto reveals a dispute on the tenor of the subject letters —
whether such letters were directive or merely recommendatory.

Rule 130 of the Rules of Evidence provides:

1. Best Evidence Rule

Section 3. Original document must be produced; exceptions. —
When the subject of inquiry is the contents of a document, no evidence
shall be admissible other than the original document itself, except in the
following cases:

(a) When the original has been lost or destroyed, or cannot be
produced in court, without bad faith on the part of the offeror;

(b) When the original is in the custody or under the control of the
party against whom the evidence is offered, and the latter fails to produce it
after reasonable notice;

(c) When the original consists of numerous accounts or other
documents which cannot be examined in court without great loss of time
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and the fact sought to be established from them is only the general result of
the whole; and

(d) When the original is a public record in the custody of a public
officer or is recorded in a public office.

Before the onset of liberal rules of discovery, and modem technique of
electronic copying, the best evidence rule was designed to guard against
incomplete or fraudulent proof and the introduction of altered copies and the
withholding of the originals. But the modem justification for the mle has
expanded from the prevention of fi'aud to a recognition that writings occupy a
central position in the law. The importance of the precise terms of writings in
the world of legal relations, the fallibility of the human memory as reliable
evidence of the terms, and the hazards of inaccurate or incomplete duplicate
are the concems addressed by the best evidence rule.^^ As long as the original
evidence can be had, the court should not receive in evidence that which is
substitutionaiy in nature, such as photocopies, in the absence of any clear
showing that the original writing has been lost or destroyed or cannot be
produced in court. Such photocopies must be disregarded, being inadmissible
evidence and barren of probative weight."^^

During trial, however, the Prosecution presented only photocopies of
these three letters,"^"^ as identified by Prosecution witness Puentevella. They
likewise presented an affidavit executed by PSI Benedicto Villarias stating
that he received these letters, but that they "could no longer be found despite
a diligent search and effort to locate [them]".

When offered, accused Lopez objected to the admission of these letters,
being mere photocopies. This Court excluded these documents in evidence,
finding insufficient the mere cursory mention that the originals of these letters
could no longer be found despite a diligent search, without proof.

Section 5 of Rule 130 provides:

2, Secondary Evidence

Section 5, When original document is unavailable, — When
the original document has been lost or destroyed, or cannot be produced in
court, the offeror, upon proof of its execution or existence and the cause of
its unavailability without bad faith on his part, may prove its contents by a
copy, or by a recital of its contents in some authentic document, or by the
testimony of witnesses in the order stated.

The admission of secondary evidence in case of the loss or
unavailability of the original document is warranted upon satisfactory proof
of the following: (1) execution or existence of the original; (2) loss and
destmction of the original or its non-production in court; and (3) unavailability

/:Lee I/. Peopte, et a/., G.R. No. 159288, October 19, 2004
Magdayao v. People, G.R. No. 152881, August 17, 2004 V/ '
Marked as Exhibits "B", "C", and "D" ' ̂
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of the original is not due to bad faith on the part of the offerer. Proof of the
due execution of the document and its subsequent loss would constitute the
foundation for the introduction of secondary evidence."*^ The correct order of
proof is as follows: existence, execution, loss, and contents

Furthermore, the offerer of secondary evidence must prove the
predicates thereof, namely: (a) the loss or destruction of the original without
bad faith on the part of the proponent/offerer which can be shown by
circumstantial evidence of routine practices of destruction of documents; (b)
the proponent must prove by a fair preponderance of evidence as to raise a
reasonable inference of the loss or destruction of the original copy; and (c) it
must be shown that a diligent and bona. fide but unsuccessful search has been
made for the document in the proper place or places.^® An offeror is not
obliged to prove the loss or destruction of the original document beyond all
possibility, as it is enough to prove a reasonable probability of such loss. This
may be done by a bona fide and diligent search, fruitlessly made in places
where it is likely to be found.^^ If the document is one in which other persons
are also interested, and which has been placed in the hands of a custodian for
safekeeping, the custodian must be required to make a search and the
fruitlessness of such search must be shown, before secondary evidence can be
admitted. The certificate of the custody of the document is incompetent to
prove the loss or destruction thereof. Such fact must be proved by some
person who has knowledge of such loss.^^

It is clear that PSI Villarias received a copy of the three original letters
as officer-in-charge of the BTAO. While he testified that the said letters could
no longer be found despite a diligent search and effort to locate them, this
Court is at a loss as to the basis for such conclusion. There is no testimony
as to where the original letters were kept after they were received, who
had custody of the letters, how the letters got lost, and the particular
efforts made to locate said letters.

To illustrate, the Supreme Court that has found the following attempts
insufficient to prove the loss of documents for purposes of introducing
secondary evidence:

In Citibank N. A. Mastercard v. Teodoro:^^

In the present case, the existence of the original sales invoices was
established by the photocopies and the testimony of Hernandez. Petitioner,
however, failed to prove that the originals had been lost or could not be
produced in court after reasonable diligence and good faith in searching for
them.

Indeed, the loss of the originals and reasonable diligence in the
search for them were conditions that were not met, because the sales
invoices might have been found by Equitable. Hernandez, testifying that he
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had requested the originals from Equitable, failed to show that he had
subsequently followed up the request.

In Republic v. Sps. Mateo:^^

Assuimng that the existence and execution of the original of the TCT
has been satisfactorily shown, and that it was taken in 1973 by the
Department of Justice and the National Bureau of Investigation (NBI) in
coimection with the investigation of the judge on whose order the OCX from
which the TCT was transferred, which OCX was also taken by said
government agencies, there is no satisfactory showing that the TCT has
been lost.

By Lorenzo Mateos own information, a year before he testified, he
talked to the NBI agent, Ramon Befetel, who received the 93 documents for
Vidal Tombo. Why said agent, who admittedly was still in the NBI main
office, was not presented to shed light on the whereabouts of the TCT, no
reason has been proffered;

It has been held that where the missing document is the foundation of
the action, more strictness in proof is required than where the document is
only collaterally involved.^^ Verily, our courts only require prior proof of
high-intensity or diligent search in order to establish the loss of the original.^^
As discussed, this Court cannot resolve this case without ex^ining the three
letters allegedly purporting to grant truck ban exemptions without authority.
The mere sweeping declaration that the three letters had been lost and could
not be found despite due diligence does not equate to proof of such loss, as
mandated by the rules of evidence. The predicate for the introduction of
secondary evidence, therefore, has not been punctiliously laid.^^

The Prosecution submits that Puentevella's testimony regarding the
contents of the three letters sufficiently proved the commission of the crime
charged. However, this is an even poorer substitute for the original copies
than the photocopies, which this Court has excluded. Under Section 5 of Rule
130, the contents of an original document may be proven by a copy, or by a
recital of its contents in some authentic document, or by the testimony of
witnesses, in the order stated.

Admissibility refers to the question of whether certain pieces of
evidence are to be considered at all, while probative value refers to the
question of whether the admitted evidence proves an issue.^® Having failed
the fimdamental test of admissibility, the three excluded letters left a gaping
hole in the Prosecution's evidence warranting the grant of accused Lopez's
Motion for Leave to File Demurrer to Evidence. Without the three letters, not
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even the commission of the very act attributed to accused Lopez, criminal or
otherwise, could be established.

Accused Lopez acknowledged the contents
of the excluded letters in his Demurrer to
Evidence,

While accused Lopez adamantly objected to the admission of these
letters citing the best evidence rule, he would later, only in his Demurrer to
Evidence, and after these exhibits have already been excluded, acknowledge
them, albeit claiming that they were not directive, but merely
recommendatory.

In his Demurrer to Evidence, he alludes to the letters identified by
Villarias — the same photocopies of the letters excluded by this Court, and
points to Villarias' testimony that as PSI Chief, he did not view these letters
as orders but mere request:

31. It is therefore not surprising for truckers to approach accused
Lopez seeking help in securing truck ban exemptions, the latter being the
Chairperson of the Committee on Transportation and Traffic Management.
In turn, accused Lopez forwarded these requests through
recommendatory letters addressed to the BTAO Chief, Villarias.

32. As the recipient of the letters of accused Lopez, Villarias was
straightforward when he testified that the letters were recommendatory
in nature and not orders or directives from accused Lopez, thus:

X X X

It has been held that the production of the original may be dispensed
with, in the Court's discretion, whenever the opponent does not bona fide
dispute the contents of the document and no other useful purpose will be
served by requiring production.^®

Since accused Lopez, in his Demurrer to Evidence, acknowledged the
contents of the subject letters to PSI Villarias dated September 13, 2013
(Exhibits "B", "C", and "D"), this Court will take these documents into
consideration in resolving this Demurrer to Evidence.

The totality of the Prosecution's evidence
failed to establish accused Lopez's liability
for Usurpation of Official Functions under
Art 177 of the Revised Penal Code,

fy-f
Records, Vol. 2, p. 31
Gaw V. Chua, G.R. No. 160855, April 16, 2008
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Art. 177 of the Revised Penal Code provides:

Art 177, Usurpation of authority or official functions, — Any
person who shall knowingly and falsely represent himself to be an officer,
agent or representative of any department or agency of the Philippine
Government or of any foreign government, or who, under pretense of
official position, shall perform any act pertaining to any person in
authority or public officer of the Philippine Government or any foreign
government, or anV agency thereof, without being lawfully entitled to
do so, shall suffer the penalty of prision correccional in its minimum
and medium periods.

Accused Lopez allegedly issued truck ban exemptions, which pertained
to the Bacolod Traffic Authority Office (BTAO), under pretense of official
position.

City Ordinance No. 542^^ of Bacolod City provides:

E.) EXEMPTIONS FROM THE TRUCK BAN

XXX

II. Temporary Exemption

The BTAO/TMU Chief may, subject to the review and approval by
the Sangguniang Panlungsod, grant temporary exemptions from the Truck
Ban including along the Circumferential Road, on a case-to-case basis and
as may warranted (sic) which shall not be more than 7 (seven) days.

III. Additional Exemptions

The BTAO/TMU Chief may, upon the review and approval by the
Sangguniang Panlungsod, grant additional or limit/withdraw exemptions
pursuant to existing regulations based on highly exceptional circiunstances.
(emphases supplied)

The Prosecution and accused Lopez disagree on the tenor of the subject
letters - to the Prosecution, they were directives, but to accused Lopez, they
were mere requests. More telling than the tenor of the letters, however, is that
they were all addressed to, and received by, PSI Benedicto Villarias, Jr.,
OIC, Bacolod Traffic Authority Office.^^

A usurper is "one who introduces himself into an office that is vacant,
or who, without color of title, ousts the incumbent and assumes to act as an
officer by exercising some of the functions of the office."^^

Regardless of the tenor of the letters, whether recommendatory or
mandatory, they acknowledged PSI Villarias as the person having

An Ordinance Amending Section IV (B) and (C) and Adding Paragraph (D) and (E) of City Ordinance No.
338, Series of 2003, Otherwise Known as "The Comprehensive Traffic Management and Regulation
Ordinance of 2003, Exhibit "F"

Affidavit of PSI Benedicto Villarias, Exhibit "G"; Pre-trial Order dated October 10, 2017, Records, Vol. 1,
p. 318

Luis B. Reyes, The Revised Penal Code, Book Two, p. 244 (2006), citing People v. Buenaflor, et al., C.A.,
72 O.G. 364
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authority over truck ban exemptions. Villarias, in turn, testified that he did
not view such letters as orders from accused Lopez, as he knew that only the
Chief BTAO could grant exemptions, witib the concurrence of the
Sangguniang Panlungsod.^"^ A usurper assumes to act as the person whose
authority he is usurping; he neither requests nor commands the person in
authority to allow him to so act. It is irrational for a usurper to advise the
actual person in authority that he is usurping his functions.

Remarkably, aside from these letters, the Prosecution did not present
any Certificate of Exemption issued by accused Lopez. According to the
Prosecution, it was the very letters themselves that were plastered on the
trucks' windshields, purporting to be truck ban exemptions.^^ This, however,
was not proven. Not one truck driver or operator was presented to identify
the letters as truck ban exemptions given to them by accused Lopez.
Similarly, no traffic enforcer was presented to identify these letters as the
truck ban exemptions presented to them by apprehended truckers claiming
that they were exempted from the truck ban.

More importantly, even if these letters were indeed shown to traffic
enforcers by apprehended truckers, they could not have misled anyone into
believing that they were actual truck ban exemptions. According to
Prosecution witness Reynaldo Ebreo:

ATTY. BUGHAO:

Q: Would it be safe to say that your office would be the one issuing the
certificate of exemption to the applicant once the SP finally grants
the application, Mr. Witness?

A: Normally, Sir, we don't issue but upon approval of the Sanggunian,
we will just inform the owner of the trucks that their request had
been approved by the Sanggunian. They can just attached (sic)
that SP Resolution because it is very specific in the resolution
that Mr. so and so had been exempted from the truck ban.

Q: So, Mr. Witness, would it be safe to say that this procedure is
known to your traffic enforcers?

A: Yes, Sir.

Q: So when they accost a truck or a vehicle violating the truck ban
exemption, they will be looking for this SP Resolution, Mr.
Witness?

A: Yes, Sir.

Q: And without SP Resolution, they are imder obligation to arrest or
apprehend the violators, Mr, Witness?

A: They will be apprehended and they will be fined under the City
Ordinance for truck ban violation, Sir.®^

XXX
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HON. JUSTICE TRESPBSES:

Mr. Ebreo just to be clear, the Certificate of Exemption is granted in
the form of a resolution by the Sangguniang Panglunsod?

WITNESS:

A: Yes, Your Honors.

HON. JUSTICE TRESPESES:

The Certificate of Exemption is the Resolution itself?

WITNESS:

A: Yes, Your Hohors.^^

Evidently, the truck ban exemptions come in the form of Sangguniang
Panlungsod Resolutions. Letters take m altogether different form from
Sangguniang Panlungsod Resolutions that they could only hoodwink traffic
enforcers who are ill-informed of the ordinance and its implementation. The
letters do not even remotely suggest that they were issued by the BTAO or the
Sangguniang Panlungsod, as to deliberately pass off as legitimate truck ban
exemptions, which the traffic enforcers should be well aware of. Based on
the testimony of Prosecution witness Ebreo, even if this Court were to assume
the unproven allegation that accused Lopez's letters were presented by
apprehended truckers to these traffic enforcers, they could not have been
misled, knowing full well that these were not valid truck ban exemptions.

A demurrer to evidence is an objection by one of the parties in an action,
to the effect that the evidence which his adversary produced is insufficient in
point of law, whether true or not, to make out a case or sustain the. issue. The
party demurring challenges the sufficiency of the whole evidence to sustain a
verdict. The court, in passing upon the sufficiency of the evidence raised in a
demurrer, is merely required to ascertain whether there is competent or
sufficient evidence to sustain the indictment or to support a verdict of guilt.^^

Sufficient evidence for purposes of frustrating a demurrer thereto is
such evidence in character, weight or amount as will legally justify the judicial
or official action demanded according to the circumstances. To be considered
sufficient, therefore, the evidence must prove: (a) the commission of the
crime, and (b) the precise degree of participation therein by the accused.^^

In these cases, the Prosecution failed to establish that in writing the
three subject letters to PSI Villarias, accused Lopez usurped Villarias'
authority as head of the BTAO, or the Sangguniang Panlungsod's authority,
to issue and approve truck ban exemptions. The testimony of Prosecution
witness Puentevella that accused Lopez's letters were used as truck ban
exemptions lacked support from evidence and personal knowledge, while the

1pp. 24-25
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testimonies of Ebreo and Villarias even tended to prove that accused Lopez s
letters to PSI Villarias were just that - letters, and not truck ban exemptions.

In fine, prosecution evidence is insufficient to hold accused Lopez
liable for the crimes charged.

WHEREFORE, accused Carlos Jose V. Lopez's Demurrer to Evidence
is hereby GRANTED. Accordingly, he is ACQUITTED of the crimes
charged.

The cash bond posted by accused Lopez is ordered released subject to
the usual auditing and accoimting procedures. The Hold Departure Order
issued by this Court against accused Lopez on August 1,2017 is set aside and
the Order issued by the Bureau of Immigration incorporating accused Lopez's
name in the Hold Departure List is ordered recalled and cancelled.

SO ORDERED.

MA. THERESA DOI^RES C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA
Associate Justice, Chairperson

WE CONCUR:

^^RESPESES
Assocmte Justice

BAYANIH. JACINTO
Ass^ icicae Justice

ATTESTATION

I attest that the conclusions in the above Decision were reached in
consultation before the case was assigned to the writer of the opinion of the
Court's Division.

MA. THERESA DOyORES C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA
Chairperson, Seventh Division
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